
Putting Your Family History 
into Historical Context:

Solving Puzzles by Correlating 

Evidence
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Five Steps of Genealogical Research--
Review

1. Formulate a question 
or goal.

2. Search broadly. 3. Organize and 
analyze your research.

4. Evaluate, correlate 
and solve discrepancies 

to draw a conclusion.

5. Write and share your 
findings.



Focus your research with a genealogical question 
about events, locations, or relationships.



Research broadly by finding as many 
sources as possible to answer your 

question. Look beyond vital records! Find 
out who your ancestor s were and why 

they did the things they did.
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See the previous class in this series on Inferential 
Genealogy for an exhaustive list of resource types 
and a discussion of drawing inferences from 
conflicting sources.
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How do I analyze genealogical 
records or information?
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Ask two 
questions

Is this source an original record or a 

derivative record?

Is the information contained in the 

record primary, secondary or 

indeterminate?
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*Keep good notes and record citations.
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What is correlation?

•



How do I organize to correlate my evidence?

•

•

•

•



And now, for something completely different

This is Microsoft Edge's 
Collections feature. To 
use it, sign into 
Microsoft Edge and click 
on the two little boxes 
(in black here) up in the 
top right-hand corner.

A box will drop down. 
Click the pin to fasten it 
onto the right side of 
the window.

To add a collection, click 
on Start new collection. 
Name the collection by 
clicking on New collection. 
To add and 
save pages, click on Add 
current page or drag an 
image or text and drop it 
into the collection.

You can sort the collection 
by title or order added.

You're gonna love it.



Nitty Gritty Quiz

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



1. An index is a derivative record. You must look at the original record to make sure the 
indexed information is correctly compiled.

2. This would be an authored work. It would depend on what sources the information in the 
book came from whether or not you can rely on the information. Be aware that people often 
exaggerated their social class, relied on hearsay or made certain relationships appear 
closer, more distant or non-existent as they wrote these (especially early) histories.

3. Certified copies can be treated as original records. If a document appears to have been 
altered, it would be looked at as a derivative. However, mistakes are always possible on 
copies.

4. False. It depends on who provided the information and how the informant acquired the 
information. This can sometimes be difficult to determine.

5. Are all or some the entries in the same handwriting, seeming to have been written at one 
time? In that case it would be considered likely derivative, probably copied from another 
record.



How Do I Correlate? 
Compare and Contrast Information.

Look

for locations, 
names, dates, and 
chronology.

Note

patterns, parallels 
and paradoxes 
across records.

Observe omissions 
and terminology.

Consider

both indirect and 
direct evidence, 
including negative 
(i.e., a person not 
in a record) or 
circumstantial 
evidence

Include

items that agree as 
well as items that 
disagree.

Consider the 
possibility a record 
has been altered 
or is un-factual.

Provide

Two independent 
sources for each 
fact. You cannot 
correlate items 
that trace back to 
the same 
informant.

Resolve

conflicts and 
determine which 
information is 
most accurate, 
and which 
relationships are 
true.

Check your 
assumptions.



Some Pitfalls of Correlation
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• Trust no record (or index) in isolation. Consult original records whenever possible.

• Recognize assumptions as such, and make no assumption you can’t defend. (Don't wish an 

ancestor into existence.)

• Don't commit the mistake of Same-Name syndrome.

• Consult as many sources as possible; avoid shortcuts and lazy research.

• Analyze the quality of every source you consult and evaluate all evidence each source 

contains.

• Corroborate secondary sources with other independently created sources to the 

greatest extent possible.

• Accept a conclusion only when it meets the Genealogical Proof Standard (the sum of source-

cited evidence, including resolved contradictions, from all potentially applicable sources and 

explained in writing).

Adapted and quoted from Inferential Genealogy: Deducing Ancestors Identities Indirectly (scgsgenealogy.com)



Some Practical Examples
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Example 1:
This is a simplifiedproblem to show the 
use of tables in correlation.

In searching for my Potter relatives in 
Lancashire, I ran into two fairly similar 
problems. Which of the Henry 
Potters who were born in southwest 
Lancashirein the late 1840s was my 
relative? Andwhich of their wives, all of 
whom were coincidentally named Mary, 
was his wife?

See if you can figure it out.
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A quick search of findmypast.com found four possibilities from 
Wigan, which is the registration district for Hindley, among other 
towns. We'll have to locate these on the census or the General 
Register Office to eliminate them.
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By looking at the GRO (General Register Office) and 
findmypast.com to find all the Henry Potters born in Wigan 
during 1840-1850, I found only one who matched the mother's 
maiden name, Mason (Ellen). I found his baptism record and the 
earliest two censuses to make sure his father was Henry Potter 
(Sr.) He was clearly on the 1851 and 1861 census with his parents. 
No problem there.



Example 2 : The question of Henry's wife. We start with a 
chart to organize our search . We used chart #1 to organize 
Henry'sbirth data . We will use #2 to find his wife. Material 
from the first chart can be copied and pasted to the 
second, as needed.



We have the first two census records for Henry's life. I 
include them on this chart for reference.



Looking for 
marriages, there are 
these possibities:

•



PARISHES WITHIN A 5 MILE RADIUS OF WIGAN

Wigan St Catherine (1.24 mi)
Wigan St George (2.19 mi)
Ashton in Makerfield (2.58 mi)
Hindley (2.77 mi)
Haigh and Aspull (3.42 mi)
Golborne (3.51 mi)Ashton in Makerfield Holy Trinity (3.67 mi)
Lowton (4.46 mi)
Newton in Makerfield St Peter (5.05 mi)
Newton in Makerfield (5.22 mi)

Historical Maps (familysearch.org)

Henry was born in Hindley. He was living in Aspull in 1861. 

https://www.familysearch.org/mapp/


Looking at the 
informationabove, I 
found two marriage 
records that could be his.

•



PARISHES WITHIN A 5 MILE RADIUS OF ASHTON IN 
MAKERFIELD

Pemberton

Golborne

Ashton in Makerfield Holy Trinity

Wigan [All Saints]

Parr

Burton Wood

Newton in Makerfield St Peter

Newton in Makerfield

Wigan St Catherine



Which is most likely ourHenry Potter?Why do youthink so? Do we 
haveenough evidence to supportour assumption? What elsecan we 

look for? You cananswer in the chat, if youlike.



Yes. We could use more evidence!We need at least two independent 
sources to verify a fact. Here are the possible census records from 1871.

If we narrow it by the wife's name of Mary, there are only two left. The other two have Elizabeth 
and Harriet as wives. (You could just do an advanced search with the name of Mary as family 
member.)



The 1871 census has the following entries:

From our birth records search and earlier census records, we know that 
Henry Potter was born in Hindley Green. He has also lived in Aspull and/or 
Ashton. Which might be Mary Dobson and which might be Mary Maloney? 
Why?



Of course, we will look at the original source and try to 
find anyone related in the area (10 names above and 
below):



Here are the three likely Wigan boys in the 
1881 Census. None has a wife named Mary at 

that point.

Click to add text

The last place we saw Henry was in Parr.



The 1881 and 1891 Census have these entries; Henry Potter 
(and Mary) from Aspull was not found in 1881, but was in the 
1891 and 1911 censuses in Bolton. The Tyldesly and West 
Derby Henrys are still married to Elizabeth and Harriet. 
Henry from Hindley Green is married to a Sarah. They are 
living in the Prescot area. What might this mean?



The complete 
table for 
Henry's adult 
life to 1891.

The red 
highlights 
indicate 
conflicting info. 
What other 
items could 
you highlight? 
How would I 
decide which 
1871 census 
was correct?



Example 3:
A search for 

MaryMaloney's
birth



The search for 
Mary's parents

How valid is the 
conclusion, and what do 
I need to make it 
completely valid?



A map locating
Mary Maloney's

dates



•

• Also, Kathryn Grant, The Time Grid: An 

Easy Way to Track, Organize, and Use Your 

Research, (1 May 2022) on youtube.com.

And a timeline for 
Henry Potter



Example 4: A list for 
Henry Jason Harris' 

parents (Was he 
illegitimate?)

You can cite formally in footnotes, of 
course.



Lists and Narrative Proof Summaries:

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

•



Can we correlate 
the evidence and 

draw a conclusion?



Be thorough.
Be logical.

Make it as accurate as possible.
Share it with the world.
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